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“ Your brand is a gateway to your true work.
You know you are here to do something—to create something or help 
others in some way. The question is, how can you set up your life and 
work so that you can do it? The answer lies in your brand. When you 
create a compelling brand you attract people who want the promise of 
your brand – which you deliver.”

                                                                                          – David Buck

WHAT CAN WE APPLY OUR BRAND TO?
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Portfolio Website
We’ll get to this in the coming weeks.

 Headed Paper
For letters, invoices etc.

  Envelopes / Mailers
A good way to make an impact when sending CVs to 
employers

 Social Media
Consistency across a range of platforms to boost your 
online presence.

 Stationery
Additional items to draw attention, provide more points 
of recognition and
to apply your brand to everyday items you can use.

 Funding Opportunities
Using your brand to show professionalism and 
confidence when applying for funding for your digital 
products or start-ups.

  Wearable
Take it with you wherever you go!

Video Idents
Signing off prototypes, videos and motion graphics.

 Office Design
A consideration for down the road a bit...

 Business Cards
An essential outcome for your branding either for 
clients or networking. You must have one of these.
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BUSINESS CARDS

oooo An essential outcome for your branding ,

either for
clients or networking . you must have one of these !
\

. lasting impression you leave
• how they contact you
• important details
e takeaway from their encounter with you


